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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Treeface Cafe from Chorley. Currently, there are 16 meals and
drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Treeface Cafe:
Nice little cafe by the Yarrow Valley carpark. There's about tables inside and outside. Toilet and baby changing

around the outside of the building. The staff were nice this morning and dealt with the que quickly and efficiently.
There's is a limited menu and was only the choice of baps and sandwiches the day we went, but what we had
was lovely. There was an ice cream Parlour at the back of the cafe but weather was t... read more. The place

also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in beautiful weather, And into the accessible rooms also
come visitors with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Tuiman84 doesn't like about Treeface Cafe:

What’s to review. This place has gone down hill and the drain drastically. The staff look like they don’t want to be
there. They are rude and the food is no longer quality ingredients. Bacon looked like it had been sat for hours.
Used to be a lovely restaurant this when it first opened. Time to move on. Won’t be back. read more. Treeface

Cafe from Chorley is famous for its delicious burgers, to which crispy fries, salads and other sides are provided,
Inthemorning a delicious brunch is offered here. Not to be left out is the extensive variety of coffee and tea

specialties in this restaurant, For a snack in between, the tasty sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are
suitable.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Toas�
FRENCH TOAST

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Breakfas�
HASH BROWN

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

BURGER

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

SAUSAGE

BEANS

TOMATE

MUSHROOMS
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